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Abstract

This thesis addresses the problem of information-driven sensor path planning for the

purpose of target detection, measurement, and classification using non-holonomic

mobile sensor agents (MSAs). Each MSA is equipped with two types of sensors.

One is the measuring sensor with small FOV, while the other is the detecting sensor

with large FOV. The measuring sensor could be ground penetrating radar (GPR),

while the detecting sensor can be infrared radar (IR). The classification of a target

can be reduced to the problem of estimating one or more random variables associ-

ated with this target from partial or imperfect measurements from sensors[59], and

can be represented by a probability mass function (PMF). Previous work shows the

performance of MSAs can be greatly improved by planning their motion and control

laws based on their sensing objectives. Because of the stochastic nature of sensing

objective, the expected measurement benefit of a target, i.e, the information value,

is defined as the expected entropy reduction of its classification PMF before the next

measurement is taken of this target. The information value of targets is combined

with other robot motion planning methods to address the sensor planning problem.

By definition, the entropy reduction can be represented by conditional mutual infor-

mation of PMF given a measurement. MSAs are deployed in an obstacle-populated

environment, and must avoid collisions with obstacles, as well as, in some cases,

targets.

This thesis first presents a modified rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs) ap-
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proach with a novel milestone sampling method. The sampling function for RRTs

takes into account the information value of targets, and sensor measurements of ob-

stacle locations, as well as MSAs’ configurations (e.g., position and orientation) and

velocities to generate new milestones for expanding the trees online. By considering

the information value, the sample function favors expansions toward targets with

higher expected measurement benefit. After sampling, the MSAs navigate to the

selected milestones based on the critic introduced later and take measurements of

targets within their FOVs. Then, the thesis introduces an information potential

method (IPM) approach which combined information values of targets with the po-

tential functions. Targets with high information value have larger influence distance

and tend to have high probability to be measured by the MSAs. Additionally, this in-

formation potential field is utilized to generate the milestones in a local probabilistic

roadmap method to help MSAs escape their local minima.

The proposed two methods are applied to a landmine classification problem. It is

assumed that geometries and locations of partial obstacles and targets are available

a priori, as well as previous measurements on targets concerning their classification.

The experiments show that paths of MSAs using the modified RRTs and IPM take

advantages of the information value by favoring targets with high information value.

Furthermore, the results show that the IPM outperforms other approaches such as

the modified RRTs with information value and classical potential field method that

does not take target information value into account.
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1

Introduction

Information-driven sensor planning utilizes information theoretic functions to eval-

uate sensor measurements to decide measurement sequence [13, 67, 21, 22]. The

prior measurements of the targets and obstacles are always available in a number

of applications, thus, the sensor planning approach should take prior information

into account[61]. While, traditional robot path planning typically considers the de-

terminant geometric relationship between robots and obstacles. The paradigm of

information-driven sensor planning using multiple MSAs is found in a variety of ap-

plications, including the monitoring of urban environments [18], robotic mine hunting

[57], tracking anomalies in merchandise, manufacturing plants [15], and tracking of

endangered species in a wild area [30]. Each MSA is equipped with two types of

sensors[48]. One is the measuring sensor with small FOV, while the other is the

detecting sensor with large FOV. The measuring sensor could be infrared radar (IR),

while the detecting sensor can be Ground penetrating radar (GPR). According to

[63], the performance of multiple MSAs outperforms the one of single MSA. Thus, a

network of multiple MSAs are studied in this thesis.

In most sensor applications, the performance is determined by on the amount
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of obtained information associated with targets and the traveling distance of MSAs.

One of the sensor application is target classification, which can be reduced to the

problem of estimating one or more random variables from partial or imperfect mea-

surements [59]. Because of the stochastic nature of sensing objective, functions

capable of representing classification performance prior to obtaining the sensor mea-

surements are not available. Therefore, information theoretic functions, such as,

expected information entropy, have been proposed to assess the expected informa-

tion value of a set of sensor measurements, and plan the sensor actions accordingly

[7, 38, 31].

Recently, a general framework of information driven sensor path planning and an

additive expected entropy reduction are shown by several authors [6, 67, 55, 38, 31].

Several information theoretic functions have been applied to measure the informa-

tion value in sensor planning and management problems. Shannon entropy was also

used in [24, 25] for tracking a moving target using the Kalman filter. Also, Shan-

non entropy and the Mahalanobis distance were applied and compared in [67] for

selecting sensors. However, the optimization of entropy-based functions is usually

myopic, because the entropy does not consider the effects of prior measurements on

those that are performed subsequently [54, 28]. Relative entropy was used in [55]

to assign multiple sensors with multiple targets. Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence

is used to track multiple targets in [37]. However, both the Rény information and

KL divergence do not satisfy the triangle inequality, and they are nonadditive, non-

symmetric. Recently, Ferrari[16] proposed an additive, symmetric, and non-myopic

function based on conditional mutual information and applied the function to mul-

titarget detection and classification in [7]. Since the information value of a target

is defined as the expected entropy reduction of its classification PMF, the infor-

mation value is computed by the conditional mutual information of PMF given a

measurement.
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In this thesis, the MSA’s sensor field-of-view (FOV) is modeled as an geometry,

the importance of which has been shown by several authors in sensor motion planning

[11, 10, 12, 4, 7, 19, 65, 64]. The FOV is considered as an region, the targets in which

can be measured. Typically, the FOV can be represented by a bounded subset of

a Euclidian space that depends on the MSA’s configuration, as well as the relative

sensor’s parameters. Therefore, MSAs’ configurations and FOV geometries must be

taken into account in planning the MSA path [26, 19, 65, 64] to avoid collisions

with obstacles and other MSAs while minimizing the distance traveled, time, or fuel

consumption.

Traditional path planning approaches, such as cell decomposition and potential

field methods, have been successfully used to address sensor path-planning problems

for a single MSA in a two-dimensional workspace with known obstacle geometries

and locations [16, 7]. However, Cell decomposition method can not be adopted

directly when the MSA’s dynamic model is non-holonomic, while the control obtained

from the potential field method can be modified to navigate non-holonomic MSAs.

Another method usually called visibility-based method, is also used or combined with

other methods to address the robot path planning problem [27, 49, 5, 3]. Randomized

path planning methods, such as probabilistic roadmap (PRM) and RRT, are efficient

in high-dimensional problems and are applicable for non-holonomic MSAs [32, 2, 65].

These researchers considered the limit of sensor FOV and the dynamics of the robots,

however, none of them considered the uncertainty of the environment and stochastic

nature of the sensor measurements, and the utilization of the prior target information.

Thus, RRTs and the potential field method that consider information value of targets

are proposed to navigate MSAs in an obstacle-populated environment, and keep them

avoiding collisions with obstacles, as well as, in some cases, targets. By the proposed

methods, the targets visited offer the best tradeoff between distance and information

value, and MSAs can adapt their paths based on new sensor measurements obtained
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from targets or obstacles that were previously undetected.

In this thesis, first, a modified RRT approach with a novel milestone sampling

method concerning targets’ information value is introduced. Traditional RRT meth-

ods expand a trivial tree, containing the robot’s initial configuration, iteratively over

time, by performing two key steps during each iteration. In the first step, a random

configuration (milestone) in the workspace is sampled by a known probability density

function. In the second step, the sampled milestone is connected to the nearest node

in the existing tree by an arc, with a predetermined distance. If the path between

the node and the sampled milestone is free of collision with obstacles, the milestone

and relative arc are added to the existing tree and, otherwise, they are discarded

and a new random configuration is re-sampled. RRT methods have been successfully

applied to many path planning problems. A method known as RRT-Connect was

used in [29] to expand the tree without the constraint of a pre-defined distance. CL-

RRT was proposed in [39] for path planning in real-time autonomous urban driving.

CL-RRT first selects the nearest node in current tree to the new sampled milestone,

and then check the connectivity of this milestone by generating a trajectory which

lies in free configuration space and satisfies all other navigation constraints. The

algorithm of RRT proposed in [39] is modified to plan the paths of MSAs concerning

their stochastic sensing objective, namely target classification, and concerning the

geometry of their FOVs. With a novel milestone sampling method concerning tar-

gets’ information value, this modified RRT method favors to sample milestones near

targets with higher information value. Furthermore, the proposed modified RRT

method is combined with hybrid system theory, to obtain a so-called randomized

hybrid system approach for cooperatively planning and coordinating the motion of

multiple MSAs that are deployed to classify multiple targets in a workspace through

sensor fusion. The control of each MSA is affected by other members as well as the

group objective. Once new targets are detected by a MSA, they are assigned to a
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MSA with closest distance. The approach is demonstrated by using the robotics

software packages is the Player/Stage/Gazebo (PSG) [1]. The PSG project consists

of libraries that provide access to communication and interface functionality on robot

hardware. Users write client applications, such as control algorithms, that connect

to and command modules robot drivers running on a Player server, and are then

able to visualize the results using a 3D physics-based simulation environment called

Gazebo.

Also, the thesis introduces a novel information potential method (IPM), devel-

oped for sensor path planing such that prediction of target measurements based on

prior information are utilized to construct the potential field. The existing potential

field methods do not consider the stochastic sensing objective [52, 51, 46, 58, 33,

60, 40]. The potential field method is a robot motion planning technique was first

introduced by Khatib[35]. The obstacles and the target configuration, are considered

as sources to construct a potential function which represents the characteristics of

the configuration space. The classical potential field method [42, 53, 56, 20], navi-

gates the robot in the workspace to reach a goal configuration by imposing the force

proportional to the negative gradient of a potential function. Although the potential

field method is well suited to online motion planning and to convergence analysis, its

effectiveness is limited by the tendency of the robot to get trapped in local minima of

the potential function [36]. An effective approach for helping the robot to escape lo-

cal minima is to follow a new local path generated through a random-walk algorithm.

Also, PRMs is used to construct a local probability roadmap to help the robot to

escape local minima problems in [64]. In Sensor-based robot path planning, Kazemi

[33] uses the potential field approach to bias the distribution of random nodes. These

methods, however, are not applicable to sensor path planning since no sensing ob-

jective is considered. The IPM introduced in this thesis adopts a novel potential

function, which also considers the information value of targets can navigate MSAs

5



based on the trade off between traveling distance and measuring benefit. Further-

more, the information potential field is used to bias the sampling of milestone when

constructing a local roadmap. Thus, the sampled milestones have higher probability

of leading the MSAs to the targets with higher information values.
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2

Problem Formulation and Assumptions

This thesis addresses the problem of planning the paths of r MSAs Pi P <3, i P IP ,

concerning stochastic sensing object. Each MSA has the same platform geometry

Ai � A P <3, i P IA, an target measuring FOV Si � S P <3, i P IS, and an detecting

FOV Di � D P <3, i P ID, all of which are connected compact subsets of <3, as shown

in Fig. 2.1. Let IP , IA, IS, and ID denote the index set for the MASs, the MSAs’

platforms, the measuring FOVs, and detecting FOVs separatively. Besides, both the

measuring and detecting sensors, which are used to obtain online information are

assumed to be fixed on the MSAs’ platforms. Assume prior information are provided

by airborne sensor measurements and incomplete environmental maps, includes the

geometry and location of obstacles and targets, as well as the information for target

classification. Only a part of target and obstacle locations are assumed known a

priori. Detecting sensors D provide the geometry and location of obstacles and

targets, and the information for target classification, while the measuring sensors S

only provide the information for target classification with higher accuracy.

The workspace, W , is assumed to a closed and bounded subset of a three-
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A 

S 

OA 
FA 

Figure 2.1: A MSA with vehicle’s geometry A and sensor’s FOV A.

 

W 

B1 

B2 

T1 

T2 

Si 

Gi 

Ai 

Figure 2.2: Relevant problem geometries and notation.

dimensional Euclidian space, i.e.,W P <3, and to be populated with n fixed obstacles

Bi P <3, i P IB and m fixed targets Ti P <3, i P IT , where IB and IT are the index

sets of obstacles and targets. Furthermore, Bi X Tj � H, @i P IB and j P IT . For

simplicity, S is assumed as a three-dimensional cone, the axes of which is parallel

to the x-y plane, while A, Bi, and Ti are assumed as right prisms, the base faces

of which are parallel to the x-y plane. Furthermore, D is assumed as an endless

cylinder, and can detect all the objects with its range. An example of the workspace

in two dimensional space is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Let FAi denote the moving Cartesian frame embedded in Ai. Thus, each point

of Si and Di has fixed coordinates in frame FAi. Let FW denote a fixed inertial

frame embedded in W . The configuration qi � rxi yi θis is used to specify the

position rxi yis and orientation θi of Ai. qi P C, where C is configuration space. By

the above definitions, qi uniquely defines subsets in W are occupied by Si, Di, Ai.

The subset occupied by any target or any obstacle in W is assumed to be fixed.
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Additionally, let Cfree denote the space of all possible MSA configurations, such that

@qi P Cfree,Ai X Bj � H, @j P IB. Then, the path of the centroid of ith MSA’s

platform is defined as a continuous map τi : r0, 1s Ñ C, with qi0 � τip0q and qif �
τip1q, where qi0 and qif are the initial and final configurations, respectively. Since

Si and Di are fixed respective to Ai, the path τi determines the targets in W that

can be measured by this MSA, while traveling from qi0 to qif . Let Q � tq1, . . . ,qru
be the set of MSAs’ configurations, and Q0 � tq10 , . . . ,qr0u and Qf � tq1f , . . . ,qrf u
denote the sets of initial and final MSAs’ configurations, respectively. Then, the

set of paths Γ � tτ1, . . . , τru determines the targets in W that can be detected and

classified by the MSAs traveling from Q0 to Qf . All platforms Ai, i P IA, must avoid

collision with each other and with the obstacles Bj, j P IA, while Sk, Dk P IS, must

intersect Tl, and obtain additional measurements Zl for classification.

The dynamic model for the MSA is modeled as an unicycle model,

$'''&
'''%
9x � v cospθq
9y � v sinpθq
9θ � w

9v � a

(2.1)

where v is the MSA’s linear velocity, w is the angular velocity, a is the linear acceler-

ation, and u � ra wsT P U is the control vector. U represents the space of admissible

control inputs.

Due to the stochastic nature of sensing, the measurement process of each MSA

is modeled by a known joint probability mass function (PMF) obtained from first

principles or learned from prior experiments [31, 65, 7]. The measurement is related

to the sensor characteristics, such as the sensor mode, environmental conditions, and

sensor noise , all of which are stored in a parameter vector,denoted as λi P <l. In

this thesis, the data association problem is not discussed by assuming the relation

ship between measurements and targets are always known. Let Zi P Z � <r denote
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the sensor measurements from target Ti P T that are used to estimate or classify

the unknown target state Xi P X � <n. It is also assumed that the targets’ state,

sensor measurements, and parameters are random vectors, and Xi is independent

of λi. Thus the sensor measurements can be modeled by a joint PMF that can be

factorized by [65, 17, 7, 8],

ppZi,Xi,λiq � ppZi | Xi,λiqppXiqppλiq, @i P IT (2.2)

The sensor model represented by (2.2) works for each target measuring, regardless of

its distance to the senor, since λi does not include distance. A convenient approach

for modeling the sensor PMF in (2.2) is to construct a Bayesian network(BN) from

prior sensor data and experiments [17].

MSAs are deployed in W to search and classify targets based on partial prior

knowledge about the targets’ and obstacles’ locations and geometries, and partial

information value of known targets. Therefore, the path planning algorithm must

take into account both the benefit of exploration for detecting new targets, and the

benefit of exploiting for correctly classifying targets that have been detected up to

the current time by prior information or detecting sensors. It is assumed that the

location and geometry of Ti become known, once a target i P IT is detected, but Xi

remains uncertain, due to the random nature of the sensing process (2.2). Therefore,

the ith target’s information value, denoted by Vi, can be used to importance of this

target.

The navigation and control problem considered in this thesis aims to plan the

path and control inputs of the MSA such that they (i) maximize the number of

targets correctly classified in W , while (ii) minimizing the distance traveled, and

(iii) avoiding collisions with all obstacles in W . A target Ti is considered to be

correctly classified by the sensor when x̂i � xi, where xi is the true target state

value. Since xi is unknown at t0, and cannot be determined with certainty by nature

10



of (2.2), the sensor’s classification performance typically cannot be established in

closed form. Therefore, (i) is achieved by maximizing the expected information

value of the targets measured by the sensor up to the final time tf .

The performance of each simulation by modified RRTs and IPM is represented

by its efficiency η, and is defined as,

η � N

D
� 100% (2.3)

where D is the total distance traveled by the MSA group. N can be computed as

N � NIRGPR � IIR (2.4)

NIRGPR is the number of correctly classified targets with the fused measurements

from GPR sensor and IR sensor, while NIR is the number of correctly classified

targets with only IR sensor measurement.
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3

Background

3.1 Information Theoretic Functions

Information theoretic functions has played an important role in evaluating the in-

formation value of sensor measurements in a number of applications. The Shannon

Entropy [47] is wildly to measure the uncertainty of a discrete random variable X,

given a PMF pXpxq � PrptX � xuq and a finite range X , where x P X . Then the

information value can be defined as

HpXq � �
¸
xPX

pXpxq log2 pXpxq (3.1)

To simplify the notation, in the remainder of this thesis, the PMF pXpxq will be

represented by the short notation ppxq. Besides, variables denoted by uppercase

characters are used to represent discrete random variables, and the ones denoted

by lower case characters are used to represent the realizations of these variables.

The equation (3.1) is always non-negative, however, it is nonsymmetric, and does

not satisfy the triangle inequality [7, 28], thus it is not a true metric. Moreover,

the optimization of entropy-based functions is usually myopic, because the entropy
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does not consider the effects of prior measurements on those that are performed

subsequently [54, 28]. Additionally, the Shannon Entropy can not be applied to the

this problem, since the posterior PMF of X is required to use equation (3.1) and it is

not known before having a measurement of the respective target [67]. additionally.

Rény’s entropy of order α, having the same disadvantage as Shannon entropy, is

defined as,

HRαpXq �
1

α � 1
log2

¸
xPX

pαpxq (3.2)

which can reduce to (3.1) by limαÑ1HRαpXq � HpXq, and HRαpXq ¥ HpXq ¥
HRβpXq if 1 ¡ α ¡ 0 and β ¡ 1. However, Rény’s entropy can be used to define the

Rény information or α-divergence [23] as a means for evaluating the belief change in

state by more sensor measurements. Let qpxq denote the current belief state PMF ,

and suppose a posterior distribution ppxq after considering more measurement. Then,

the α-divergence,

Dαpp } qq � 1

α � 1
log2

¸
xPX

pαpxq q1�αpxq (3.3)

can evaluate the difference between the two PMFs qpxq and ppxq, where the α pa-

rameter represents the emphasis of the degree on differentiation between the distri-

butions. In [38], α is set as 0.5 to be optimal for representing the information value

in multitarget tracking applications in which the two PMFs qpxq and ppxq are close.

In the limit of αÑ 1, (3.3) can be shown to reduce to the KL divergence or relative

entropy, defined as,

Dpp } qq �
¸
xPX

ppxq log2

ppxq
qpxq (3.4)

Kastella [31] applied the KL divergence to the sensor planning. However, both the

Rény information and KL divergence do not satisfy the triangle inequality, and they

are nonadditive, nonsymmetric.
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Another category of information function is called Mutual information, which is

a measure of the information content of one random variable about another random

variable [14]. The conditional mutual information of two random variables X and Z,

given Y , represents the uncertainty reduction in X due to information of Z, given

Y . The definition is given by

IpX;Z | Y q � HpX | Y q �HpX | Z, Y q

�
¸
xPX

¸
yPY

¸
zPZ

ppx, y, zq log2

ppx, z | yq
ppx | yqppz | yq

(3.5)

where HpX | Y q is the conditional entropy of X given Y , given in [14]. Equation (3.5)

requires the posterior PMF and the sensor measurements, however, this difficulty

can be circumvented by using the expected conditional entropy over all possible

measurements. Recently, Ferrari[16] proposed an additive, symmetric, and non-

myopic function based on conditional mutual information and applied the function

to multitarget detection and classification in [7].

3.2 Rapidly-explore Random Trees

When the dimension of objects in the workspace is high (more than 2), computing

all possible configurations becomes impossible. Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees

(RRTs) is introduced by Lavalle in [43] to provide an efficient way to search for a

path in a configuration space online in high-dimensional workspaces. RRTs have

been successfully applied to nonholonomic robot path planning[39]. The initial tree

is defined as Trptkq � qi0 , using the initial robot configuration qi0 , at time tk � 0

, and is expanded as follows, by iterating incrementally at each discrete time index

tk � 1, 2, . . .. In each iteration, first, a configuration q is randomly sampled in Cfree

using a PDF ppqq. Second, the closest node to q in Trptkq is computed qi � rxi yi θis,
and extended toward q within a predefined distance ε and obtains q1. Then, the
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predicted path from MSA’s current configuration to q1, and if the path lies in Cfree,

q1 is added to Trptkq, otherwise, it is discarded.

A modified RRT method was proposed in [29], to extend the nearest node in

the current tree to the sampled milestone unless an obstacle is reached. Another

extension of RRT is introduced in [39] to bias the sample distribution based on a

reference configuration px, y, θq, using the following equation,

�
xs

ys



�
�
x
y



�
�
cospθsq
sinpθsq



p|ls| � l0q (3.6)

θs � Npθ, σ2
1q

ls � Np0, σ2
2q (3.7)

where rxs, ys, θss is the sampled configuration, and Npµ, σ2q is a normal distribution

with mean µ and variance σ2. In this thesis, the vehicle path planning method pre-

sented in [39] is modified for planning the paths of MSAs, by introducing a sampling

method in which the PDF ppqq is generated based on the geometries and information

value of targets, as well as obstacles’ geometries using a normal mixture.

The sampled configurations are ordered based on the MSA state, the information

value of the target assigned to the sensor, and the distance to the target, as explained

the RRT chapter.

3.3 Background on Potential Field

The potential field method is a robot motion planning technique was first introduced

by Khatib[35]. It utilizes an artificial potential function to find the obstacle-free

path of shortest distance in an Euclidian workspace. The obstacles and the target

configuration, are considered as sources to construct a potential function U which

represents the characteristics of the configuration space. Different approaches have

been utilized to generate U [64, 53, 56, 20], howerve, the potential function always
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consists of two components, the attractive potential Uatt generated by the target

configuration, and the repulsive potential Urep, generated by the obstacles. Thus,

the total potential is given by,

Upqq � Uattpqq � Ureppqq (3.8)

where q is any configuration in C. For a MSA with a finite platform geometry A,

the potential field is generated by taking into consideration the robot configuration

space C, and the corresponding obstacles’ geometries B. A C-obstacle is defined as

the subset of C that causes collisions with at least one obstacle inW , i.e., CBl � tq P
C | Apqq X Bl � Hu, where Apqq denotes the subset of W occupied by the platform

geometry A when the MSA is at the configuration q. Similar to C-obstacle, C-target

is defined as the subset of C that causes collisions with at least one measuring FOV

in W , i.e., CT l � tq P C | Spqq X Tl � Hu, where Spqq denotes the subset of W

occupied by the measuring FOV S when the MSA is at the configuration q.The union

of all C-obstacles in W is referred to as the C-obstacle region. Thus, in searching

for targets in W , the MSA is free to rotate and translate in the free configuration

space, which is defined as the complement of the C-obstacle region CB in C, i.e.,

Cfree � CzCB [42]. The force applied on the robot is proportional to the negative

gradient of U ,

∇Upqq � rBUpqqBq1 ,
BUpqq
Bq2 , . . . ,

BUpqq
Bqn sT (3.9)

where q � rq1 q2 . . . qnsT P Rn. As a result, the robot moves along the direction

guided by the repulsice force from the obstacles and the attractive force from the

targets. As shown in [42], the repulsive potential can be represented as,

Ureppqq �
#

1
2
ηp 1

ρpqq
� 1

ρ0
q2 if ρpqq ¤ ρ0

0 if ρpqq ¡ ρ0
(3.10)
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where η is a scaling factor, ρpqq is the shortest distance from the robot to boundaries

of tall obstacle in Euclidean space, and ρ0 is a constant parameter defining the

influence distance. The attractive potential is given by,

Uattpqq � 1

2
ερ2goalpqq (3.11)

where ε is a scaling factor, and ρgoalpqq is the distance between the robot and the

target configuration. In (3.10) and (3.11), only the obstacle closest to q is considered

to generate Ureppqq, and the target is assumed to be a single point in Cfree. This

makes the potential function difficult to be updated online when new obstacles and

targets are detected, because for each value of q, the potential needs to update by

computing its distance from the closest obstacle and target. Recently, an information

potential approach was developed for generating an attractive potential based on

information value of targets, as well as the geometries of targets and obstacles, a in

sensor path planning problems, such as the treasure hunt[64]. In this thesis, a novel

potential function is presented that takes into account the geometries of the sensor’s

FOV and of the targets, as well as the information value of the targets.
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4

RRT

4.1 Methodology

In this section, first, a hybrid system approach is introduced for coordinating MSAs

deployed to detect and classify multiple targets in a partially-observed workspace.

Then, a modified RRT approach is presented to navigate MSAs in the workspace

to search for targets with high information values while avoiding collisions with

obstacles. Additionally, the collisions avoidance between MSAs’ platforms is by a

corresponding potential navigation function

4.1.1 Hybrid Model of MSAs

The workspace inforamtion obtained online by MSAs are assumed to be shared in-

stantly between MSAs, which are exploring the environment simultaneously. With

this assumption, a hybrid system model concerning MSAs, targets, and obstacles is

developed and shown in Fig. 4.1. The state of the system is defined as the summa-

tion of target and obstacle state concerning detection and classification, and MSA’s

state as well as the corresponding potential field and the target assignments. As

shown in the Fig. 4.1, a MSA can be in exploration mode or exploitation mode.
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Let the index sets It and Ir denote the indices of MSAs in exploitation and ex-

ploration states, respectively. The state of the system is updated when one of the

following events takes place: (i) a new obstacle Bi is detected by a sensor FOV Dk,

i.e., Dk, Dk X Bi � H; (ii) a new target Ti is detected by a sensor FOV Dk, i.e.,

Dk, Dk X Ti � H; (iii) a detected target is measured by a high accuracy sensor

Si,i.e., Dk, Sk X Ti � H;. particularly, when event (ii) takes place, the information

value of the currently detected target Ti is evaluated by the measurement Zi, and

when event (iii) takes place, the measurement from S is used to classify the target

Ti, which is deleted from the target assignment list. The dynamics of ith MSA is

gievn by (2.1). The linear velocity command vci , and the angular velocity command

wci are obtained later by the proposed control lows, which are used as the reference

for a lower-level feedback controller to track the reference trajectory τi.

 

TARGET 

Undetected 

Measured by low 
accurate sensor 

Detected  Measured 

Measured by high 
accurate sensor 

OBSTACLE 

Undetected 

Measured by low accurate sensor 

Detected 

ROBOT 
 

Exploration 

Assigned with targets to measure
 

Exploitation 
No target is assigned to the sensor

Figure 4.1: Finite-state model of MSAs, targets, and obstacles.

To avoid colliding with each other, the MSAs are coordinated based on the fol-

lowing rules. MSAs in the exploration mode are assumed to have lower priority than

MSAs in the exploitation mode. For the jth MSA at configuration q, other MSA in

W is considered as dual obstacles. Therefore, the corresponding C-obstacle of the
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ith MSA, denoted by CAi, can be generated from the two MSAs’ platform geome-

tries as explained in [42]. A repulsive potential function between the jth MSA with

configuration q and the ith MSA, where j � i, is used to keep avoidance of collision

between jth and ith MSAs. The repulsive potential is defined as[42],

Uipqq �
#

1
2
η1p 1

ρpq,qiq
� 1

ρ0
q2 if ρpq,qiq ¤ ρ0

0 if ρpq,qiq ¡ ρ0
(4.1)

where η1 is a scaling parameter, ρ0 is the influence distance of each MSA, qi is the

ith sensor’s configuration, and ρpq,qiq is the shortest distance between q and q1 for

all q1 P CAi. The influence distance is defined as a threshold such that the MSAs

with ρpqj,qiq greater than ρ0 are not considered. Let Nrpqiq denote the set of its

neighbors such that Nrpqiq � tj | ρpqi,qjq   ρ0, @j P IA, j � iu. The force added to

the jth MSA is proportional to the gradient of the repulsive potential, given by,

∇Uipqq �
#
η1p 1

ρpq,qiq
� 1

ρ0
q ∇ρpqq
ρpq,qiq2

if ρpq,qiq ¤ ρ0

0 if ρpq,qiq ¡ ρ0
(4.2)

The force is added to the lower-level feedback controller to track τi, while avoiding

Ai.

At Beginning of each simulation, the MSAs are randomly placed in the workspace

W , with the constraint that Ai X Bj � H, @i P IA, @j P IB. The initial mode for

each MSA is exploration. Suppose the ith MSA is in the exploration mode, at

configuration qi. When Nrpqiq � H, all known obstacles are considered together

with MSAs in NMpqiq to generate the repulsive potential for the ith MSA, and is

computed similarly to (4.1). Therefore, the artificial potential field of the ith MSA

is,

Urpqiq �
¸

jPNrpqiq

Ujpqiq �
¸
jPIB

Ujpqiq (4.3)
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and the artificial force applied to the ith MSA by the feedback controller is,

Frpqiq � �∇Urpqiq � �
¸

jPNrpqiq

∇Ujpqiq �
¸
jPIB

∇Ujpqiq (4.4)

Then angular velocity command wci can been obtained by,

wci �
=Frpqiq � θi � δ

∆t
(4.5)

Where δ can be one value of set 2π, 0, �2π and is chosen such that }Frpqiq�θi�δ} ¤
π and =Frpqiq is the orientation of Frpqiq. If }wci } is greater than the predefined

maximum angular velocity wmax, w
c
i is set as wmax or �wmax based on sign of wci

obtained from (4.1.2). The velocity command vci is given by

vci � vi � k}Frpqiq} (4.6)

where k is a constant, and vi is ith MSA’s current velocity. vi is bounded by the

maximum velocity vmax. Therefore, vci is pruned to vmax once vci is greater than vmax.

The vci and wci are sent to low-level controller embedded in MSA model of Gazebo.

When Nrpqq � H, the modified RRT method presented in Section 4.1.2 is used to

compute the MSA control.

When the MSA is in the exploitation state, the set of its neighbors is defined

as Ntpqiq � tρpqi,qjq   ρ0, @j P It, j � iu, and its artificial potential field is

constructed as follows,

Utpqiq �
¸

jPNtpqiq

Ujpqiq �
¸
jPIB

Ujpqiq (4.7)

When Nt � H, the control for the ith MSA is computed similarly to (4.1.2) and

(4.6). If Ntpqq � H, a tree of milestones for ith MSA is built by the modified RRT

method presented in Section 4.1.2 based the ith MSA current position, and MSA’s

dynamic model, given in equation (2.1) to navigate this MSA. The process ends when
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the number of targets are measured by high accurate sensors S meets a predefined

number, or the number of time steps reaches a defined threshold.

4.1.2 RRT Online Sensor Path Planning

A modified RRT approach with new sampling function considering target information

value is presented for online geometric MSAs’ path planning in partially-observed

environments. In this approach, the milestone sampling and tree expansion are based

on information value of targets, and the distance between the MSAs’ platforms and

the obstacles, as well as the distance between the MSAs’ FOVs and the targets.

Milestone sampling

The FOV D can be approximated in the following way. The 3-dimensional FOV

D and the 3- dimensional obstacles are projected down to x-y plane to generate 2-

dimensional FOV and obstacle boundaries. A number of vectors are emitted from

the center of the 2-dimensional FOV, and each magnitude is defined by its closet

intersection with 2-dimensional obstacle boundaries, while the maximum magnitude

is defined as the range of FOV D. Let Θi � pθ1i , θ2i , . . . , θni q P < denote the directions

of all the vectors in FAi, and let µji denote the orientation of θji in FA. Let Lipqq �
pl1i , l2i , . . . , lni q P < denote magnitude for each vector. Since the MSA intends to move

forward rather than backward, more vectors pointing forward are included. However,

several vectors pointing backward are also included to provide the MSA the ability to

turn around or move backward. The sampling method from [39] is applied, in which

θsi and lsi are sampled separatively to generate a milestone. Assume the distribution of

θsi is a mixture of normal distributions with n components. Each normal distribution

corresponds to an orientation of the vector in 2-dimensional FOV. Then, for the ith
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MSA, the

θsi �
ņ

j�1

mj
iNpµji , σ2

1iq

(4.8)

where mj
i is the weight for the jth normal distribution, µji is the mean and is set to

the direction of jth reflex, and σ1i is the standard deviation and is set to,

σ1i � avmax
vi � bvmax

(4.9)

where
°n
j�1m

j
i � 1, a and b are constant parameters, vmax is the max allowed velocity

for the MSA, and vi is its current linear velocity. By this approach, σ1i increases

when vi decreases, which leads to the larger distribution of sampled θsi . The weight

mj
i is defined as,

mj
i �

lji°n
j�1 l

j
i

(4.10)

by which
°n
j�1m

j
i � 1 is guaranteed. Additionally, it can be seen that the direction

with lower lji has a lower weight mj
i . As a result, sampling configurations along

the corresponding orientation with lower mj
i has a lower probability. It navigates the

MSAs to move toward collision free-regions. Furthermore, before computing mj
i , l

j
i is

set to zero when lji ¤ l0, where l0 is a safety distance and is utilized to avoid collision

with obstacles. Since l0 is small, the MSAs may obtain a measurement from a target

near an obstacle. With equations (4.8,4.11,4.10), our method is able to adjust the

geometry of Cfree automatically online without adjust the parameters or set multiple

sample strategies for different situations.

The sampled θsi is utilized in (3.6) to generate the samples for the current tree.

In our case, we set σ2i in (3.7) as,

σ2i � cvi
vi � dvmax

(4.11)
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Where c and d are constant parameters. σ2i increases as vi increases, and leads to

a greater sampled lsi In the simulation with Gazebo, the distance and direction of

obstacles around the agent is available from the low accurate sensor Di. Then this

information can be used to bias the sampled direction θsi to a region that navigates

the MSA to avoid the obstacle region.

After a number of milestones are sampled for the ith sensor, they are ordered

based on their important value, and on the state of MSA. When the MSA’s is in

exploration state, the value of a milestone is defined as,

Rpqq � ρipqq (4.12)

where ρipqq is the distance between q and the agent. The MSA prefers to choose

a milestone that is far away to its current configuration which is consistent to the

purpose of exploration.

For the MSA in the exploitation state,

Rpqq � k2e
� 1

2fρipqq
2 � k1

¸
jPNi

e
�

ρjpqq
2

2eV pjq2 (4.13)

where k1 and k2 are two constant representing the weight, Ni is the index of targets

that is assigned to the ith MSA, ρjpqq is the distance between q and CT j, and V pjq
is the information value of the jth target. It can be seen that Rpqq is a increasing

function of V pjq and ρipqq, and is a decreasing function of ρjpqq. So the sampler

prefers to generate a sample with large distance to its current configuration and small

distance to the targets assigned to it. By differentiating Rpqq to ρj we have,

B2R
Bρ2j

� k1e
�

ρjpqq
2

2eV pjq2

eV pjq2 p ρjpqq
2

eV pjq2 � 1q (4.14)

And the influence distance to affect R can be obtained by setting

B2R
Bρt2j

� 0 ñ ρj �
?
eV pjq (4.15)
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Similarly by differentiating Rpqq to ρi we can see the influence distance between the

sample and the MSA configuration is ρi �
?
f . The ordered samples then are used

to expand the tree as described in the next subsection.

Tree expansion

During online sensor path planning, no global RRT exists for each MSA. A local

RRT is constructed and updated for each MSA during its movement. Since the

MSA always following towards sub-root of the subtree expanded to the milestone

with highest value R, It is not necessary to keep other sibling trees and the root.

As result, the subtree that is left comes the whole tree. Additionally, each node,

denoted as Nv, stores the relative milestone and the predicted state of the MSA if it

follows the milestones on the path in the tree to the milestone contained in this node

Nv. The predicted state of the MSA can be obtained by computing the expected

path, which will be explained later. The tree of milestones is updated when MSA

reaches the root of the tree, i.e., the distance from the MSA to the root of this tree is

smaller than a threshold ε. The update of the tree process includes three steps. At

the first step a number of milestones (configuration) are sampled and are ordered in

expectation descended by considering target and obstacle locations, and information

values of targets using equation (4.13, 4.13). Then the feasibility of the sampled

milestone is checked by computing the expected path to the selected milestone q

from the nearest (Euclidian distance) milestone stored at nodes of tree, i.e., to check

whether the whole expected path lies in Cfree. Suppose a virtual MSA, denoted as

VMSA, has the predicted state stored at the node having the nearest milestone, the

expected path is computed as follows. Let the vector F spqiq be the vector originates

from the the VMSA’s current state to the selected milestone q, where qi is the
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configuration for VMSA. Then, the angular velocity control law is defined as,

wci � α
=F spqiq � θi � δ

∆t
(4.16)

Where the δ can be one value of set 2π, 0, �2π is chosen such that }Frpqiq�θi�δ} ¤
π. If }wci } is greater than the predefined maximum angular velocity wmax, w

c
i is set

as �wmax or wmax, the sign of which is the same as wci obtained from (). The velocity

control is defined as,

vci �
e

f � hwci
l�mρpqiq

(4.17)

where e, f, h, l, and m are positive constants, and ρpqiq is the distance from ith MSA

to the selected milestone. Equation (4.17) shows that vci is an increasing function of

ρpqiq, which means that the further the distance between the selected sample and

the MSA, the higher the linear velocity command. Additionally, vci has the upper

bound as e
f

and is a decreasing function of γpqiq, i.e., the larger the wci , the less the

vci . Furthermore, A centrifugal acceleration max value, g, is utilized to avoid the

MSAs turning over along the path , i.e., when the computed vci (or wci ) from (4.17)

is greater than g
wi

(or g
vi

), it is pruned to g
wi

(or g
vi

), where wi and vi is the current

angular and linear velocity. Then vci and wci are used as the control commands for

(2.1) to compute the expected path for VMSA.

If the expected path is obstacle free, then a new node is added to the Nv as a

child with the information of the selected milestone q and the state of VMSA when

reaching q, since the state of VMSA is always available along the predicted path.

Furthermore, after adding the first feasible milestone, the child-trees of root without

containing this milestone are deleted.

Since tree expansion is always done ahead of time, the ith MSA moves towards

to the root of current tree. The root is deleted once the ith MSA reaches this root,

as a result, the child tree becomes the whole tree, and the child node becomes new
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root. The the control are computed in (4.16) and (4.17) to navigate the ith MSA to

milestone store at the root are use utilized to control the MSA movement in Gazebo.

4.2 Software Implementation

In this paper, Matlab and Gazebo are interfaced to model and control the MSAs in

the three-dimension workspace. Simulation system Gazebo (originally developed at

USC robotics research lab) runs as a server, which maintains all the MSAs, targets,

map models, and the physical relationships between all objects. The client program

used to control MSAs is individually connected to the server, and it can get informa-

tion of MSAs through the interface of Gazebo. While Gazebo and parts of the client

program are written in C++, the control model is written in Matlab. Therefore, an

interface between C++ and Matlab is needed. We use the functions in the dynamic

link library called engine.so, such as engEvalString, engGetPr and engPutVariable

to communicate Gazebo coding environment with Matlab.

As shown in Fig. 4.2, the supercomputer is coded in Matlab which obtains MSAs

 

 

…
…

Gazebo 
Environment 

C++ 

Super computer
Matlab 

Client 2

Client 1

Client N

Matlab 
& 

 C++ 
Mix 

Coding 

Figure 4.2: The flow chart between modules of the coding system.

configuration and velocity information from Gazebo environment, and allocates tasks

to clients separately. The client program is coded in both C++ and Matlab, and has

an interface with Gazebo. With this interface, a client program can obtain the sim-

ulation data and then control a unique MSA by sending linear and angular velocity

commands vci and wci to a lower-level feedback controller of the MSA. Furthermore,
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the client program has access to all the information of MSAs, such as its configu-

ration and velocity. Two types of sensors are used in this thesis. The first sensor

is with limited sensor FOV but can measure targets with high accuracy; the other

can emit two frequency waves. One frequency can detect targets with low accuracy

but wide FOV, and the other frequency can be reflected by the obstacles to detect

the distance to obstacles. Measurements of target detection waves are modeled by

Bayesian network [17], which is coded in Matlab. The server written in C++ can

interface with Matlab, provide all parameters that the sensor model needs to simu-

late sensor measurement, and obtain measurement results from sensor model. The

MSA used in the simulation is based on PIONEER2DX and is equipped with the

sensor described above. The MSA utilizes a differential controller which calculates

the command velocities of both wheels according the linear velocity and angular

velocity commands.

4.3 Simulations and Results

In this section, a number of simulations are implemented to test the modified RRT

approach. The square workspace with side length of 50 meters is populated with

12 targets and 11 obstacles. In Fig (2.1), the sensor FOV apex position in FA is

p0, 0, 5q, and the target is assumed to be float in the air with minimal height is 6. An

example of the workspace is shown in Fig. 4.3, where gray prisms represent obstacles

and boundaries, the red prisms represent targets which are grounded, the green ones

represent targets which are in the air. Each MSA is equipped with two sensors. one

of which is a measuring sensor with a small range, while the other one is a detecting

senor with a large range.

An example of the predicted path for the VMSA moving from the current con-

figuration to the sampled milestone is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

In the simulation, we assume that prior information on partial obstacles and
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 Figure 4.3: The simulation system by Gazebo
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Figure 4.4: A sensor path from the current configuration to the sampled configu-
ration.

targets is known, and the purpose of the MSAs is to measure and classify six targets.

η, introduced in Chapter Problem Formulation, gives us the reward of the MSAs when

they travel a unit distance [65]. The simulations are run in three scenarios, (i)the

information value of targets are used, and locations and geometries of all the targets

and all the obstacles are known as a priori ; (ii) the information value of targets are

used, and only locations and geometries of all the obstacles are known as a priori ;

(iii) the information value of targets are not used by setting all the information value

as the same, and locations and geometries of all the obstacles and all the obstacles

are known as a priori. The results are averaged in Table 4.1. From the results, the

proposed hybrid system can successfully utilize the measuring sensor S to improve the

classification correctness of the targets in all three scenarios. Moreover, by utilizing

the prior information and information gathering from a detecting sensor D along the

process, the efficiency of the MSA group is significantly improved comparing to the
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Table 4.1: The results of the efficiency of the MSA group by the proposed method
with and without utilizing prior information

Use Information Known T Known B η
Yes All All 0.043
Yes None All 0.038
No All All 0.020

one without utilizing prior information. A path example is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: An example of the sensor group path. black area: obstacle, grey area:
target, dark yellow rectangle: sensor platform, red line: FOV S (FOV D is eliminated
for display).

4.4 Conclusions

A hybrid system is proposed for MSAs in detecting and measuring targets in a par-

tial observed environment populated with multiple obstacles and multiple targets. A

modified rapidly-exploring random tree (RRTs) method with a new sampling func-

tion concerning information value of targets is designed for planning the path of

MSAs online. The proposed modified RRT approach is tested with a number of sim-

ulations in three scenarios using the software environment Gazebo. The simulation

results show that the MSAs can measure the targets concerning the trade off between

traveling distance and the information of targets.
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The future work will be focused on the following second parts. First, heteroge-

neous sensors, for instance unmanned aerial vehicles, will be applied to perform as a

means of obtaining prior information on the targets with cursory measurements. Sec-

ondly, maneuvering targets will be included in the workspace, and their movement

is assumed to be partially known and are inferred along the process.
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5

Information Potential

5.1 Information Potential Path-Planning and Control Approach

This chapter presents an approach for utilizing a potential function and roadmap

based on the information value and geometry of the targets, referred to as information

potential method (IPM).

5.1.1 Information Potential Function

The C-target region and information value of each target in W are used to generate

an attractive potential,

U i
trgpqq � η1σ pViqb

"
1� exp

�
� ρipqq2

2σ pViqb
�*

, i � 1, . . . ,M (5.1)

where η1 is a positive scaling factor, σ and b are two positive constants that determine

the influence distance of the target, and ρipqq is the minimum Euclidian distance

between q and CT i, given by

ρipqq � min
q1PCT i

}q1 � q}. (5.2)
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Where, } � } is the L2-norm. Then, the total attractive potential considering all the

targets is defined as

Uattpqq �
M¹
i�1

U i
trgpqq (5.3)

which can guarantee each C-target in C is in a local minimum. From (5.1) and (5.3),

the gradient of the total attractive potential at q is,

rBUattpqq{Bx BUattpqq{By BUattpqq{Bθs

� ∇Uattpqq �
M̧

i�1

Nipqq nipqq
(5.4)

where, for i, j � 1, . . . ,M ,

Nipqq �
¹
j�i

U j
trgpqqη1 ρipqq exp

�
� ρipqq2

2σpViqb
�

(5.5)

and ni � ∇ρi. Thus, at each q, Ni functions as a scaling factor for the local gradient

given by the unit vector ni, which represents the direction from q to the point in

CT i with the shortest distance.

Since the obstacles are fixed and MSAs are considered as dual of moving obstacles,

two different repulsive potentials are defined for fixed and moving obstacles. A

potential function is constructed for obstacles once they are detected, it builds a

repulsive barrier around the C-obstacle region that prevents collisions but, at the

same time, allows the MSAs to obtain measurements from targets close to obstacles.

For an obstacle Bl � W , the C-obstacle CBl � tq P C | Apqq X Bl � ∅u can be

computed, used to determine the minimum distance from q in configuration space:

dlpqq � min
q1PCBl

}q� q1}. (5.6)

Let B denote the index set of fixed obstacles detected in W up to the current time.
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Then, for Bl with l P B, the repulsive potential is defined as,

U l
obspqq �

$&
%

1
2
η2

�
1

dlpqq
� 1

d0

	2
Uattpqq if dlpqq ¤ d0

0 if dlpqq ¡ d0
(5.7)

where η2 is a positive scaling factor, d0 is a positive constant referred to as the

influence distance [42]. Let B0 � tl | l P B, dlpqq ¤ d0u denote the index set

of obstacles that are in the influence range. By this novel definition of repulsive

potential, a target within the distance of influence of an obstacle may be measured

by MSAs, since the repulsive function considers the attractive potential. As a result,

the force given by this potential function also contains the force towards targets.

In this thesis, MSAs are assumed to have their accurate configurations at each

time step, thus, the configurations of the moving obstacles (i.e. other MSAs) are

always available. Therefore, to avoid collision with the moving obstacles, the repul-

sive potential is generated for each moving obstacles regardless of the presence of

targets within the influence distance. Let R denote the index set of moving obstacles

detected in W up to the current time. Then, the repulsive potential for Bj with

j P R is,

U j
robpqq �

$&
%

1
2
η3

�
1

djpqq
� 1

dr

	2
if djpqq ¤ d0

0 if djpqq ¡ d0
(5.8)

where η3 is a positive scaling factor, and d0 defines the influence distance. Addition-

ally, let R0 denote the set tj | j P R, djpqq ¤ d0u. Then, total repulsive potential

for the MSA is defined as,

Ureppqq �
¸
lPB

U l
obspqq �

¸
jPR

U j
robpqq (5.9)

and the MSA’s potential function is the sum of the attractive and repulsive potentials:

Upqq � Uattpqq � Ureppqq (5.10)
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Ai �
1

2
η1η2r

¸
lPB0

p 1

dlpqq �
1

d0
q2sΠi�jU

j
trgpqqρipqqexpr�

ρipqq2
2σpViqb s, i, j � 1, . . . ,M

(5.14)

The negative gradient of classical potential function (5.10)[42] represents a virtual

force on the MSA that consists of a attractive and a repulsive force. In this thesis,

the attractive force is proportional to the information value of the target. From

(5.1)-(5.10), the gradient of the potential function is,

∇Upqq � ∇Uattpqq �∇Ureppqq �
¸
lPB0

Flpqqvlpqq

�
M̧

i�1

rNipqq � Aipqqsnipqq �
¸
jPR0

η3p 1

djpqq �
1

d0
q vjpqq
djpqq2

(5.11)

where,

Fl � η2

�
1

dlpqq �
1

d0



Uattpqq
dlpqq2 (5.12)

R0 � tj|j P R, djpqq   d0u (5.13)

and vl � ∇dl is a unit vector, the opposite direction of which is from q to the closest

point in CBl. The gradient (5.11) is used in Section 5.1.3 to develop a switched

feedback control law for the MSA that is asymptotically stable.

5.1.2 Information Roadmap for Escaping Local Minima

Serval methods have been proposed to navigate the MSA out of the local minima

[42]. In this thesis, the information potential defined in (5.10) is utilized to generate

the sampler for the milestones. As a result, the new sampler increases the probability

for MSA to take a measurement containing more information value after escaping

the local minimum. Another advantage of the proposed method over the traditional
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PRM is that instead of simply adopting a straight line, the local planner includes the

dynamic model of the MSA to check the connectivity between two milestones, since

the path of the MSA between two milestones would not be a straight line but a curve,

which is determined by the milestone configurations and MSAs’ state, however, in

traditional local planner, only the coordinates of two milestones are considered, which

could not fully determine the connectivity.

Suppose the MSA reaches a local minimum, called ql, the probability density

function (PDF) for sampling milestones at any configuration q in C is defined as,

fpqq �
#

e�Upqq³
E e

�Upqqdq
q P E

0 q R E (5.15)

where E � C is a randomly generated subspace around ql. From (5.15), it can

be seen that the lower is the Upqq, the higher is the fpqq. This indicates that

configurations in E which are close to targets with high information value and far

away from obstacles have high probability to be sampled.

With the PDF in (5.15), a specific number of milestones tq1,q2, . . . ,qku can

be sampled by Direct Methods [9]. Without lose of generality, set ql as q0, then

the milestones in set C � tq0,q1,q2, . . . ,qku are used to construct the roadmap, as

shown in Algorithm (5.1.2). First the initial configuration is added into roadmap and

then extend it with the set of sampled milestones, since it helps the MSA to escape

the local minimum q0. After q0 is included in the roadmap, a local planer is used to

check the connectivity of other milestones and add the feasible ones into the roadmap.

The local planner uses the predicted path to connect the initial configuration with

other milestones by constructs a potential field for each milestone. Assume that qi

is a milestone, the potential field generated by qi is defined as

Uqipqq �
1

2
η4pq� qiq2 � Ureppqq (5.16)
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where η4 is a constant, and Ureppqq is the repulsive potential defined in 5.10.

For each milestone, the following control is used to predict the MSA’s path from

the initial configuration towards the milestone qi.

u1 � �SpqqT∇Uqipqq � k1v (5.17)

where Spqq � rcospθq sinpθq 0sT , and k1 is a constant parameter.

u2 � 9αpUqipqqq � k0pαpUqipqqq � θq (5.18)

where αpUqipqqq is the orientation angle of the vector rBUqi pqq

Bx

BUqi pqq

By
sT , and k0 is the

positive constant. As discussed in section IV.D, if the MSA does not get trapped by

another local minimum, this control has been proved to be asymptotically convergent

to the milestone. The it may take a long time for the MSA to reach the milestone

which is unacceptable in the real case. Thus, the traveling time between two mile-

stones is confined by a predefined threshold time T when checking the connectivity

between them. Let function γiptq, where t P r0, T s, to denote the predicted path

starting from the initial configuration q0 towards milestone qi. Then the predicted

configuration of the MSA at t is q � γiptq. If there exists a τ P r0, T s such that

}γipτq � qi} ¤ ε (5.19)

where ε is a positive constant, and for any 0 ¤ t   τ ,

}γiptq � qi} ¡ ε (5.20)

, then the initial configuration and qi are connected, and the predicted state of

the MSA at qi is the state at τ . After all the milestones are checked, the set of

milestones, that are connected to the initial configuration are added to the roadmap.

The newly added milestones are used as initial configurations for the milestones that

are still unconnected, and the predicted state of MSA at connected milestones are
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used generate new predict path. The roadmap construction process continues until

no more milestones can be connected to the exist roadmap or no milestones left. An

example of the process of roadmap construction is shown as in Fig. 5.1.

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.1: Process to construct the roadmap: (a) initial milestones; (b) first step;
(c) second step; (d) final step. dash circle: local minimum; white circle: milestones;
black area: C-obstacles (taken from [66])

After the roadmap is constructed, it is utilized to navigate the MSA out of the

local minimum by checking whether a milestone in the roadmap can lead MSA to a

configuration with lower potential.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm to escape the local minimum in IPM (IPME)

Function q Ð IPME(ql, U)
Generate the roadmap based on the ql and potential field U
Escape Ð false
for Each milestone in the roadmap until Escape do

if Under control (5.17) and (5.18), the MSA moves from the milestone to a local
minimum that has lower potential than Upqlq then

Escape Ð true
return the milestone.

end if
end for
if Escape=false then

return a random milestone in the roadmap
end if
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5.1.3 Switched Control of the MSA

The MSA is assumed to be a unicycle model, its control space only has two di-

mensions, this leads the difference on the dimension between the control space and

∇Upqq as in (5.11), which makes it difficult to apply ∇Upqq directly for the control

input. A switched control approach is proposed to control the movements of the

MSA, inspired by [50]. The movement of MSA under the proposed control is shown

to be asymptotically stable by the LaSalle’s invariance principle [34] under following

assumptions: (i) Upqq is twice differentiable, and BUpqq
Bx

� 0; (ii) its movement is

dominated by this C-target, which means that the distance of the MSA to other C-

targets is big enough to eliminate other targets’ force; (iii) there is no other MSA in

the influence distance of the MSA, i.e. R0 � H; (iv) the MSA is not in the influence

distance of any obstacle, i.e. B0 � H. The ρipqq in (5.2) is computed in the following

way instead. Let ξ � rx ysT be the position vector of q in the workspace. For each

target i, a vector hi that points to the target from the MSA is computed by

hi � lim
}h}
th | h � ξi � ξj,qi P Ti qj P Aju (5.21)

where ξi (ξj) is the position vector of qi (qj )in the configuration space, and } � }
represents the Euclidian norm. The orientation of target i to the jth MSA, denoted

by θif , is set by the angle from x axis to the projection of the hi on x-y plane. The

C-target associated with θif is computed and denoted by CT i. The position of CT i to

the MSA is represented by its geometric center ξic � rxic yicsT . Let qif � rxic yic θif sT ,

ρipqq is computed by,

ρipqq � }ξic � ξ}. (5.22)

The width of the CT i is described by the radius of the largest circle centered at ξic

and contained by the closure of CT i denoted as ri and shown in Fig. 5.2.

The switch control method for the MSA consists of two components based on
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c 

Figure 5.2: The inscribed circle of the ith C-target and its center ξic and radius ri
(taken from [66])

the MSA’s distance to its closest C-target. Let h � limi hi, and ε   ri be a positive

constant. When }h} ¡ ε, θif is not considered in the control law, thus, the goal is a

vertical line in the three-dimensional configuration space with the length 2π, denoted

by Qi
f , and the set of configurations with distance no more than a specified distance

ε to Qi
f is a cylinder as shown in Fig. 5.3. The MSA is navigated into the cylinder

without considering θif until }h}   ε, and then θif is considered in the control law to

rotate the MSA’s orientation toward the θif . 
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Figure 5.3: An example path from q0 to qif (taken from [66])

Let

Spqq �
�
�cospθq

sinpθq
0

�
 (5.23)

When }h} ¡ ε, the control law, as shown in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5, is given by
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Figure 5.4: Control for u1 when }h} ¡ ε (taken from [66])
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Figure 5.5: Control for u2 when }h} ¡ ε (taken from [66])

u1 � �SpqqT∇Upqq � k1v (5.24)

where k1 is a constant parameter.

u2 � 9αpUpqqq � k0pαpUpqqq � θq (5.25)

where αpUpqqq is defined as the orientation angle of the vector rBUpqq
Bx

, BUpqq
By

sT , and

k0 is a positive constant. By assumption, Upqq is twice differentiable, and BUpqq
Bx

� 0,

then αpUpqqq can be computed as

αpUpqqq � arctan

�
BUpqq
By

BUpqq
Bx

�
(5.26)
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9αpUpqqq �
BUpqq
Bx

pBUpqq
Bx

q2 � pBUpqq
By

q2
pB

2Upqq
BxBy 9x� B2Upqq

By2 9yq

�
BUpqq
By

pBUpqq
Bx

q2 � pBUpqq
By

q2
pB

2Upqq
BxBy 9y � B2Upqq

Bx2 9xq (5.27)

After the MSA is within }h}   ε distance to a C-target’s center, the control law

needs to consider θif , and is switch to

u1 � �KpSpqqT∇Upqq � k1v (5.28)

where k1 and Kp are constant parameters.

u2 � k0pθf � θq (5.29)

5.2 Analysis of Information Potential Method

This section analyzes, the expected time of reaching a target, and computational

complexity of local probabilistic roadmaps.

5.2.1 Expected Time for Reaching a Target

A potential field is constructed for the ith MSA with the assigned targets Ti �
tT1, . . . , Tmu and detected obstacles. With the assumptions: (1) there are finite local

minima l1, . . . , lk rather than C-targets in the potential field for the ith MSA;(2) all

the milestones are connected to the roadmap, the two following claims can be proved.

1. The MSA will converge to a C-target with finite number of times to construct

the local roadmaps.

2. The target with higher information value has a higher probability to be mea-

sured by the MSA.
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Proof : With the switched control law , starting at any q P Cfree, the MSA will

reach a local minimum. if the local minima is in CT 1, . . . , CT m , the MSA will stop

and measure the relative target. Then the hybrid system state is updated, targets will

be reassigned to the MSAs. If the local minimum is not a C-target, a local roadmap is

constructed to help the ith MSA escape from the local minimum. Since the control is

based on gradient method, the potential field can be partitioned into pm�nq regions,

denoted by R1, . . . ,Rm, L1, . . . ,Ln. Suppose the MSA starts from q, for @q P Rj,

the MSA will converge to CT j, while for all @q P Li, the MSA will converge to li.

For simplicity, the two kind regions are denoted by g1, . . . , gm, h1, . . . , hn, where gi

corresponds to Ri, and hi corresponds to Li. If the MSA’s current configuration is

in one region of g1, . . . , gm, it will converge to the relative C-target without construct

any localmap. If the MSA’s current configuration is in one region of h1, . . . , hn, it

will be converge the relative local minimum, which is not C-target, then a localmap

map is generated with sampled milestones. The probability to sample a milestone s

in the region gj and hi is

pps P gj|q � liq �
»
q1PRi

fpq1qdq1 (5.30)

pps P hi|q � liq �
»
q1PLj

fpq1qdq1 (5.31)

With the assumption (2) and the MSA is at li, pps P gj|q � liq is the probability

that the MSA will travel from li to CT j. Denote this probability as pphi, gjq � pps P
gj|q � liq. If the jth target has higher information value, then the relative Rj is

larger from previous discussion in Section 5.1.1, which leads a higher pphi, gjq. Since

pphi, gjq is independent to previous regions the MSA has visited, the movement of the

MSA can be modeled as a Markov chain, similar to the case in [41]. The transition
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matrix can be presented as

P �

�
���
ppg1, g1q ppg1, g2q . . . ppg1, h1q . . . , ppg1, hnq
ppg2, g1q ppg2, g2q . . . ppg2, h1q . . . , ppg2, hnq

. . .
pphn, g1q pphn, g2q . . . pphn, h1q . . . , pphn, hnq

�
�� (5.32)

P can be written as

P �
�
I R
S Q



(5.33)

where I is a m�m identity matrix, R is a m� n zero matrix, S is a n�m matrix,

and Q is a n � n matrix. Since Q is a matrix with nonnegative entries and the

sum of its each row is not greater than one, limnÑ8Q
n Ñ 0. Suppose MSA starts

from hi and let T phk|hiq denote the expected number of the MSA’s visiting hk before

the it arrives at any gj as , where j � 1, 2, . . . ,m. T phk|hiq equals the ith row kth

column of the matrix C � pI �Qq�1 [45]. Then the expected number of calling local

raodmaps for the MSA to arrive at gj, j � 1, 2, . . . ,m starting from hi is

T phiq �
ņ

k�1

cik (5.34)

where cik is the ith row kth column of the matrix C. (5.34) shows that with finite

calls of constructing the local probabilistic roadmaps, the MSA can converge to a

target

Let qphi, gjq denote the probability that the MSA reaches gj from hi.

qphi, gjq �
¸

xPtk,k�1,...,n

pphi, xqqpx, gjq � pphi, gjq (5.35)

Write matrix A as the matrix with aij � qphi, gjq, then from (5.35)

A � QA� S (5.36)
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which gives

A � pI �Qq�1S � CS (5.37)

from the definition of S, we know

S �

�
���
pph1, g1q pph1, g2q . . . pph1, gmq
pph2, g1q pph2, g2q . . . pph2, gmq

. . .
pphn, g1q pphn, g2q . . . pphn, gmq

�
�� (5.38)

Suppose a target j with higher information value than target s, pphi, gjq tends to be

larger than pphi, gsq for each hi. Then the probability

qphi, gjq �
ņ

k�1

cikpptk, gjq ¡
ņ

k�1

cikpptk, gsq � qphi, gsq (5.39)

Therefore, the target with higher information value has a higher probability to be

measured by the MSA than the target with lower information.

5.2.2 Computational Complexity of Constructing Local Probabilistic Roadmaps

A local planer is used to check connectivity of these milestones when the local prob-

abilistic roadmap is constructed. The Computational complexity of constructing the

local roadmap is analyzed. Denote t as the total number of checking the connectivity

between two milestones. Suppose n is the number of milestones. The upper bound

of the computational complexity is t � npn�1q
2

, by checking all pairs of milestones

including the MSA’s initial configuration. However, the average complexity of con-

nectivity check is less than the upper bound, by assuming that each connectivity

check has the probability p that a free path exists. Let mi denote the number of

milestones added to the roadmap at the ith iteration in algorithm (5.1.2) and q be

the number of totals iteration. Thus, q ¤ n, mi ¥ 0, and
°q
i�1mi ¤ n. By above
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Figure 5.6: The average number of connectivity check when p changes under dif-
ferent n. The Upper Bound is npn�1q

2
and is written as UB in the legend. (taken from

[66])

analysis, the worst complexity is given by

t � npn� 1q
2

�
q̧

i�1

C2
mi
� C2

n�
°q
i�1mi

(5.40)

Suppose all the milestones can be connected to the local minimum (the MSA’s current

configuration) at the first step, i.e. q � 1 and m1 � n, then the complexity t � n, i.e.,

Opnq. However, the probability of this case is pn. Suppose q � n and mi � n� i� 1,

t � Opn2q, has the same order as the upper bound. The average number of t should be

less than the upper bound. Since theoretic analysis for (5.40) is difficult, simulation

procedure is adopted to analyze the average t for different values of p and n. All

simulation results are averaged with 1000 runs. The results are shown in Figure 5.6

and Figure 5.7.

As shown in Fig. (5.6) and Fig. (5.7), for all n, t achieves the highest value

when p is less than 0.1. For p ¡ 0.2 the highest value of t is about half of its

corresponding upper bound and achieves at about p � 0.5. However, the complexity

of t will be unacceptable if n is large. One way to further decrease t is to check

only a certain number of milestones that are closest to the current milestone using
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Delaunay Triangulation [62].

5.2.3 Closed-loop Stability of Switched Feedback Control Law

The stability of the switched control algorithm is analyzed based the following as-

sumptions: (i)the MSA’s movement is dominated by the attractive force from the

closest target CT 1, i.e., Nipqq � 0 for all i � 1; (ii)there is no other MSA in the

influence distance of the MSA, i.e. R0 � H and U j
r pqq in (5.8) equals zero. Then

(5.11) is reduced to

∇Upqq �
¸
iPB0

Flpqqvlpqq �
m̧

i�1

pNippqqq � Aipqqqnipqq (5.41)

Additional assumption is (iii) the other MSA is not in the influence distance of any

obstacle, i.e. B0 � H and Aipqq � 0 for all i. Therefore (5.41) is reduced to

∇Upqq � N1nipqq

� Πm
j�2U

j
trgpqqη2e�

ρipqq
2

2σpViq
b ρipqq∇ρ1pqq

(5.42)

When h ¡ ε, ρ1pqq is replaced as the distance between q and Qf . Let q � rx y θsT

denote the current MSA’s configuration and rxc ycsT denote the position of Qf .

Substitute

ρ1pqq � }pxc, ycq � px, yqq} (5.43)
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∇ρ1pqq �
�
pxc�xq
ρ1pqq

pyc�yq
ρ1pqq

0
	T

(5.44)

into (5.42), the ∇Upqq is given by

∇Upqq � ��Kpxc � xq �Kpyc � yq 0
�T

(5.45)

where K � Πm
j�2U

j
trgpqqη2e�

ρ1pqq
2

2σV a1 .

The Lyapunov function

V � Upqq � 1

2
v2 � 1

2
pαpUpqqq � θq2, (5.46)

is considered as a possible semidefinite candidate, since Upqq is non-negative by

definition, and the left two terms in V are also non-negative. The gradient of V

regarding time is

9V � ∇UpqqT 9q� v 9v � pαpUpqqq � θqp 9αpUpqqq � wq

� ∇UpqqT
�
�cospθq 0

sinpθq 0
0 1

�
�v

w




� v
��SpqqT∇Upqq � k1v

�� k0 pαpUpqqq � θq2

� �k1v2 � k0pαpUpqqq � θq2 ¤ 0 (5.47)

Together with the fact V ¥ 0 and 9V ¤ 0, the system is asymptotically stable. Thus,

v converge to 0, as well as u1, since u1 � 9v, and θ converges αpUpqqq. Furthermore,

because

BUpqq
Bx cospθq � BUpqq

By sinpθq � 0 (5.48)

from (5.24),and by θ � αpUpqqq BUpqq
Bx

� }∇Upqq} cospθq and BUpqq
By

� }∇Upqq} sinpθq,
together with equation (5.48)

}∇Upqq} cospθq2 � }∇Upqq} sinpθq2 � 0 (5.49)
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Thus, rx ysT � rxc ycsT by the equation (5.45) and the fact ∇Upqq � 0. However,

there is no guarantee the MSA’s position will converges to rxc ycs in finite time and

thetaf hasn’t been considered in the control law so far. Therefore, when }px, yq �
pxc, ycq}   ε, this control law for the MSA switches to the ones in (5.28) and (5.29),

which is guaranteed to converge in finite time [44].

When }px, yq � pxc, ycq}   ε, the Lyapunov function

V � KpUpqq � 1

2
v2 � 1

2
pθf � θq2 (5.50)

is considered as a possible semidefinite candidate. Since

9V � �k1v2 � k0pθf � θq2 ¤ 0 (5.51)

the system with control laws in (5.28) and (5.29) is asymptotically stable. θ converges

to θf , and v converges to 0. Also the potential function within }px, yq � pxc, ycq}   r

is an increase function to ρ1pqq, the infimum of the potential function with ρ1pqq � r

is bounded below by a constant m, then

KpUpqq � 1

2
v2 � 1

2
pθf � θq2 ¤ KpUpqq � 1

2
pv2max � 4π2q

  mKp (5.52)

By setting

Kp ¡ v2max � 4π2

2pM � Upqqq (5.53)

the movement of the MSA is constrained in the cylinder and its distance to pxc, ycq
is kept less than r once the }px, yq � pxc, ycq}   ε. Then when θ � θf and v � 0, the

distance between the MSA and qf is less than r, i.e. the MSA is within CT 1, and

the target can be measured by the MSA.
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5.3 Results on Information Potential Method

In this section, a series of examples are used to demonstrate the effect of different

factors, such as the information value and height of targets and obstacles, on the

performance of sensor path planning. Also, the examples show the efficiency of

IPM for navigating MSAs to escape a local minimum or move through a narrow

passage. In the following simulations, the targets are assigned to the MSA based

on the distances between each target and each MSA. Also, the prior information of

each target and each obstacle is known a prior, and each MSA is only equipped with

measuring sensor S. The workspace (Fig. 5.8) adopted in the first example contains

one obstacle (black) and two unequally-important targets, T1 with information value

0.2 and T2 with information value 0.1. In this example, the sensor needs to measure

one target. Although the two targets are symmetrically deployed above and below

the obstacle and have the same geometry, the potential field tends to have a larger

area with low potential value around T1 since it has a higher information value, shown

in Fig. 5.9. Therefore, the configurations close to the target with higher information

values have higher sampling probability, then, the connectivity tree grows toward

the target with high information. As a result, the trapped MSA can successfully

escape from the local minimum by constructing a free-collision connectivity tree

with sampled milestones and take a measurement of target T1. The Potential field

of this workspace is shown in Fig. 5.10.

Besides the information value of targets, other factors, such as target height, is

taken into account in the sensor path planning. The following example illustrates

the effect of target height on the performance. The workspace (Fig. 5.11 and 5.12)

contains six targets, two of which (T3 and T4) are in the narrow passage and one of

which (T6) is adjacent to the obstacle. Targets T1 and T2 have the same geometry

and information value, and have the same distance to the MSA when the MSA
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Figure 5.8: An example path generated by the information potential method.
Target information value V1 � 0.2, V2 � 0.1. (taken from [66])
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Figure 5.9: An example path generated by the information potential method.
Target information value V1 � 0.2, V2 � 0.1. (taken from [66])

measured the target T5. The result shows the MSA chooses to move toward T1 which

has a lower height. The reason is that the difference of target height affects the

shape and location of the two-dimensional sensor FOV for each target. As a result,

although after projecting to the x-y plane, the two targets have the same distance

to the MSA, T1 has a smaller distance to the MSA in three-dimensional space. This

example also demonstrates the effectiveness of IPM to navigate the MSA to move

through a narrow passage, and to take a measurement of the target close to obstacles

without collision. The reason is that the attractive force by a target weakens the
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Figure 5.10: The potential field when θ � 0. (taken from [66])

repulsive force by a obstacle when the target is close to the obstacle. As a result,

the MSA can move close to the obstacle and take measurement. The potential field

for this workspace is shown in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14.

 

y 
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T1 
T2 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

S1 

Figure 5.11: Narrow passage with one MSA and targets with different height (taken
from [66])

Another example concerning narrow passage is shown in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16.

It illustrates two MSAs could avoid collision between platforms of then, when the

MSAs are in a same narrow passage. The repulsive force between platforms keeps

the MSAs apart from each other. In this workspace, the MSA equipped with sensor

S1 is deployed to measure target T1, while the MSA equipped with sensor S2 needs

to measure target T2. In this case, the target T1 (T2) is assumed to be measured only
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Figure 5.12: Narrow passage with one MSA and targets with different height (taken
from [66])
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Figure 5.13: Potential field contour for narrow passenger with targets having dif-
ferent height (taken from [66])

by the sensor S1 (S2).

In Section 5.1.3, the stability of the control strategy on the MSA is proven under

certain assumptions. However, there is no assumption on the bound of the linear

acceleration a, linear velocity v, and angular velocity w. The following example shows

that the control of the MSA may still be stable when there is a bound on a, v and w.

In Fig. 5.17 the MSA is asked to measure the target in the workspace. The MSA’s

movement has these constraints: |a|   5m{s2, |v|   2m{s, and |w|   π
10
rad{s2. The

goal of the MSA pxf , yf q is marked as a star in Fig. 5.18 while the final position of the

MSA pxr, yrq is marked as a cross. The arrows indicate θ of the final configuration
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Figure 5.14: Potential field for narrow passenger with targets having different
height (taken from [66])
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Figure 5.15: Narrow passage with two MSAs (taken from [66])

(θf ) and final MSA heading (θf ). Figure 5.19 summarizes the history of the MSA’s

heading, velocity, distance to goal configuration, and controls, where t   tε is defined

as when t   tε, ||q � qf || ¡ ε; when t ¡ tε, ||q � qf ||   ε. subfigure (a) shows

the MSA heading convergence to θf ; subfigure (b) shows the MSA velocity converges

to zero; subfigure (c) shows the MSA configuration q converges to qf ; subfigure (d)

shows the controls for MSA change dramatically, since the control method changes

at tε. This figure demonstrates that the MSA stays inside of the cylinder (Fig. 5.3)

once ||q�qf ||   ε.

In the following tables, we summary the results of the information potential field

method on large minefields in five cases to show why different variables are considered
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Figure 5.16: Narrow passage with two MSAs (taken from [66])
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Figure 5.17: The path generated with a MSA. (taken from [66])

in the method. In each case, the workspace has a medium obstacle (target) density

coupled with a low, medium, or high target (obstacle) density, and has the same

dimensions 150� 60� 10. The number of total obstacles (targets) in the workspace

with low, medium, and high density is 10 (15), 17 (27), 24 (40) respectively. Three

MSAs are utilized in this workspace to measure 75% targets. In the simulation,

the positions and shapes (convex) of the targets and the obstacles are generated

randomly, as well as the initial configurations of the MSAs and the information

value (associated with target data base by BN model) for each target, and we assume

that all information on each target are available from an airborne IR sensor. Three
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Figure 5.18: The final configuration and the goal configuration of the MSA. (taken
from [66])
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Figure 5.19: Error and Control (taken from [66])

methods, information potential method, rapidly-exploring random trees [48], and a

classical potential field (CP) that does not take into account the target information

value are used to plan the MSAs’ paths.

The efficiency of IPM for each case is summarized in Tab. 5.1. In general,

the performance increases when the target density increases or the obstacle density

decreases. One interesting outcome is that the performances of IPM on the minefields

of medium obstacle density with low or medium target density are similar. This is

because on one side, a higher target density requires more target measurements,
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Figure 5.20: 3D workspace (taken from [66])

one the other side, it cause the MSAs travel more distance. The performance of

IPM, normal Potential, RRT on workspace with medium target density, and with

low, medium, high obstacle density separately are included in in table 5.2. From

the results we can see that the IPM outperforms the other two methods in the

efficiency. The IPM have shorter MSAs’ travel distance than RRT in the workspace

with low obstacle density. The reason is that when prior information on some targets

becomes available, the potential field method can help the MSA avoid unnecessary

path in exploring the workspace while RRT method still needs to sample in the

workspace which may cause extra travel distance. An example path generated by

the information potential method is shown in Fig. 5.20, and that by RRT is shown

in 5.21. However, IPM have more travel distance than RRT in the workspace with

medium or high obstacle density, since RRT could not finish measuring 75% of total

targets in a predefined time, and usually ends with measuring 50% of targets. CP

method could not finish neither, since the MSA will be trapped in local minima, as

shown in Fig. 5.23 . As a result, the CP method have the shortest traveling distance

and fewest targets correctly classified in all cases Furthermore, CP has less traveling

distance in the workspace of higher obstacle density, since higher obstacle density
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increases the probability of MSAs’ trapping in the local minima. One interesting

outcome is that the classical potential field method performs slightly better than

the RRT method in the workspace with high obstacles. This is because, for RRT,

the higher obstacle density, the more curved path and low probability of measuring

targets.

From Fig. 5.22, we can see that when the prior information on targets is available,

the IPM tends to measure the target with higher information value. For example,

MSAs measure T2 instead of T1, and T4 instead of T3 when each pair of targets

have similar distance to the assigned MSA. As a sampled based method with MSA

dynamics considered, the path generated by RRT tends to be very curved. For

classical potential method path as shown in Fig 5.23, the MSA measures T2 instead

of T1 since T2 has a smaller distance to T1.

Table 5.1: Efficiency for different map

B Density T Density η
Medium Low 0.0223

Low Medium 0.0439
Medium Medium 0.0240

High Medium 0.0148
Medium High 0.0482

Table 5.2: Methods comparison

Obstacle Density Perf. IP RRT CF

Low
η 0.0439 0.0143 0.0126
D 296.6 420 318
N 13 6 4

Medium
η 0.024 0.0139 0.0132
D 513 397 190
N 12.3 5.5 2.5

High
η 0.0148 0.0043 0.0055
D 575 460 109.5
N 8.5 2 0.6
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Figure 5.21: 3D path example for RRT (taken from [66])
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Figure 5.22: 2D path example for Normal Potential (taken from [66])

To determine the multiple MSAs effect for IPM, eight cases with MSA number

from 1 to 8 are simulated in the workspace with medium target density and obstacle

density. The initials position (s) of the MSA(s) is (are) randomly generated, as well

as the workspace . 10 simulations are run for each case, and the performance is

averaged. Figure 5.24 represents that the efficiency vs. the number of total MSAs.

The efficiency increase dramatically when the number of MSAs increases from 1, and

comes to a plateau when the number is 7. Figure 5.25 illustrates the cooperation of

the MSA lead to less travel distance and better selections of target measurements.

Additionally, the number of targets that are correctly classified comes to a plateau,
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Figure 5.23: 3D path example for Normal Potential (taken from [66])

because the number of totally targets is the workspace is predefined.

 

η 

Number of robots 

Figure 5.24: Performance vs # of MSAs (taken from [66])

The results included in Table 5.3 is used to show the importance of information

value and the prior knowledge of targets. The workspace includes 27 targets and

17 obstacles, and three MSAs are required to measure M � 11 targets with its

onboard GPR sensor. The IPM is tested in the following conditions: condition one,

all properties included ; condition two, no prior information of targets; condition

three, information value of targets are same. From the results we can see that all

the properties play an important role in the efficiency of IPM. Turn off any of the

property may cause a decrease on the path efficiency η. The IPM achieves the highest

increase of the correctly classified target N , and maintains a short distance than. The
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Figure 5.25: Distance, # of correctly classified targets, and performance vs # of
MSAs (taken from [66])

Table 5.3: Performance of different conditions

PPPPPPPPPPerf.
Cond.

one two three

η 0.024 0.0046 0.0098
D 513 1085 813
N 12.3 5 8

No. of collisions 1/20 2/20 1/20

results also show that with multiple MSAs the IPM achieves a much higher efficiency

than the single MSA (Condition two). The MSA network travel distance by the IPM

is much smaller than that by the RRT, which results in a much higher efficiency.

Furthermore, this method can be easily applied to the scenario when the MSA’s

platform keeps avoids collision with targets by treating all targets as the dual of

obstacles. One path example is shown in Fig. 5.26, where the MSA with sensor S1

measures targets T1 and T2 and avoids collision with them.

5.4 Conclusions

An novel information potential method is proposed to take into account this on-

line information in potential field construction for multiple sensor path planning,

when information of the workspace such as targets and obstacles geometries, and

cursory measurements on targets, may become available online. A switch control
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Figure 5.26: 3D path example for avoiding collision between targets and MSAs’
platforms (taken from [66])

strategy is integrated into the sensor path planning problem to control the MSA in

the workspace. The potential function is also used to generate a local PRM to help

the MSA escape its local minimum. Experiments show that paths obtained from the

information potential method takes advantages of the online information and coordi-

nation among MSAs, and the results show that the IPM outperforms other strategies

such as rapidly-exploring random trees and classical potential field method without

considering the information value.
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